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Watch the How to Play video here:
boardgamebuilders.com/cheeseburger

Theme and Goal
You want to eat a real, simple cheese burger. Beware of fakes and 
substitutes! A good cheeseburger consists of one bun card, one 
cheese card and one meat card.

Set Up
The person who most recently ate a cheeseburger will go first, 
play proceeds clockwise from them.

Deal each player a card. They look at it and place it face down in 
the center of the table to form new stacks. Thus, the game starts 
with stacks equal to the number of players.  Players do not use 
the game text on cards during set up.

Turn Action
On your turn, do ONE of the following (A or B).

A. Add
Draw the top card of the deck, then place it on top of a stack (or 
create a new stack if there are <7 stacks). You may add a card to 
a stack that does not already contain a card of that type. For 
example, you can’t place a cheese card on top of another cheese 
card.

You may then use the game text on the card you placed. 

B. Mix & Eat
You may mix two piles together (as long as the combined pile has 
3 or fewer cards). OR You may add the top card of the deck 
(without looking at it) to any pile with two or fewer cards.

Then, you MUST eat. To eat, choose a pile with 3 cards and eat it 
(reveal that pile). 

Eating
When you eat a stack, if it as exactly one Burger, one Bun and 
one Cheese, you win the game. 

If the stack you eat has any moldy ingredients or the mystery 
meat, you are eliminated. Reshuffle the cards you ate back into 
the deck.

Game End
If the deck is exhausted, the next player must immediate GORGE. 
They select any number of piles and reveal them, if those piles 
contain only real ingredients, that player wins, and all other 
players loose. Otherwise, that player loses, and all other players 
win. 

Bun - “Bread knows spread: Look at all cards in any one stack.”

Burger - “Meat moves: Look at any one card. You may it to the top 
of any other stack.”

Cheese - “Cheese chooses: You may exchange (trade) the 
positions of any two cards without looking at them."

Contents
2x Burger
3x Bun 
3x Cheese
1x Mystery Meat (“?”)
1x Moldy Meat
1x Moldy Bread
1x Moldy Cheese
(12 cards total)

Questions? Comments?
Reach us at boardgamebuilders@gmail.com. 
We would be happy to answer any questions you may have.
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